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No. 216: 12:00, September 26 

 

 

NHK news regarding status of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station 
yesterday and today. 

 

(Fukushima NPP Site) 
●Hydrogen check ordered at No.2, 3 reactors 

 

 (Other news) 
●Burying of radioactive household waste challenging 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have been reporting a status of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station by 
summarizing news aired by NHK, which is Japanese national broadcasting company. 
We regard it as most credible news among many news sources and we are happy to say 
that NHK’s English website has gotten enriched and now you can see movies and 
English scripts at http://www3.nhk.or.jp/daily/english/society.html.  
Given this situation, we decide to simply place these scripts as it is for the record in case 
that it will be deleted from the website later, rather than summarizing news as we did. 
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●Hydrogen check ordered at No.2, 3 reactors 
Japan's nuclear safety agency has instructed the operator of the stricken 
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant to check if hydrogen is building up in its 
No.2 and 3 reactors. 
This is after the Tokyo Electric Power Company, or TEPCO, recently detected 
hydrogen in a pipe leading to the containment vessel of No.1 reactor. A hydrogen 
explosion occurred at the No.1 reactor on March 12th, after the March 11th 
quake and tsunami. 
The government's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency on Sunday instructed 
TEPCO to check pipes in the No.2 and No.3 reactors. The No.3 reactor suffered 
hydrogen explosion on March 14th and No. 2 reactor had a hydrogen explosion 
on March 15th. 
The utility says it will measure the levels of hydrogen at the No.1 reactor before 
injecting nitrogen and taking other measures to prevent another explosion. 
The firm is expected to take similar measures if hydrogen is detected at the No.2 
and No.3 reactors as well. 
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●Burying of radioactive household waste challenging 
Japan's environment ministry says that the disposal of radioactive ashes from 
household garbage is not going well in Tokyo and surrounding areas, partly due 
to residents' objections. 
Following the nuclear accident in Fukushima, waste facilities in the Tohoku, 
Kanto and Koshin-etsu regions showed that ashes in garbage from private homes 
contained radioactive cesium. 
The ministry has set guidelines for disposing of the ashes. They say that if the 
level is 8,000 becquerels per kilogram or lower, the ashes can be buried. For 
ashes with cesium levels between 8,000 and 100,000 becquerels, the ministry 
says they must be deposited in cement and put in concrete vessels. 
The ministry recently surveyed waste incineration facilities in the regions to see 
how the ash disposal is proceeding. 
Of 410 facilities where cesium levels of ashes were 8,000 becquerels or lower, 22 
sites mainly in the Tokyo Metropolitan area have been storing the ashes. They 
say they cannot bury the ashes due to residents' objections. 
The survey also found ashes which had over 8,000 becquerels of cesium had not 
been buried at 42 facilities. They said that disposal was difficult. 
The ministry plans to send officials to municipalities' meetings to explain to 
residents the safety of waste disposal. It also plans to demonstrate more specific 
ways of disposing of the highly contaminated ashes. 
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